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Back link Flood MASTER RESALE RIGHTS INCLUDED! We all know that a steady stream of FREE high

quality traffic coming from the search engines is the holy grail of internet marketing... Unfortunately the

search for the holy grail usually ends up as a wild goose chase that leads to one dead end after another...

That why Backlink Flood will be your proven blueprint to getting ranked for highly valuable keywords,

getting tons of links and traffic, and making money from your site in the shortest amount of time possible.

By following the step-by-step blueprint you will learn... * How To Exploit Rapid Link Indexing... Get your

links noticed by Google and other top search engines in hours, not weeks... And start driving your

websites up the SERPs and receiving organic traffic in the least amount of time possible... * The Correct

Way To Use Parasite Hosting... Parasite hosting is using 3rd party websites to post your content and

links... Its nothing new, but most people dont have a clue as to how to use it the RIGHT way and create a

powerful linking system that actually produces RESULTS and doesnt get flagged as spam. * How To

Build An Authority Wheel That Works... If you thought linking directly to your site from 3rd party sites was

enough to get the job done, youre probably not ranking as highly for keywords as youd like to be, and
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chances are youre missing this critical tool in your SEO arsenal. * Multi-Level Linking Explained... Think

beyond direct linking, go one step further than building an authority wheel, and finally push your traffic

and rankings to the next level using Multi-Level Linking... And make sure you do it right the first time so all

of your hard work doesnt go to waste. * Will Google Really De-Index My Domain? Absolutely, and anyone

who tells you otherwise doesnt know what theyre talking about... However, there are a few measures that

you can take to make sure that it never happens to you, you can read all about it on page 26. * Keyword

Research Done RIGHT... This is another MAJOR area where people mess up and throw away all of their

hard work... And its probably the most critical step in all of SEO, trust me, you want to get it right the first

time... Thats why Ive included a special software and separate guide specifically to ensure that youre

performing your keyword research in the correct manner. * My Personal Tools To Help You Automate

The Process... Ill go into more detail below, but Im also including 2 of my own tools that I personally use

to cut hours of work down to just a few minutes, and theyll help you to do the same. * A List Of Over 250

Web 2.0 Properties That You Can Use To Build High Quality Links... And more importantly, Ill teach you

how to use Web 2.0 properties the RIGHT way... So that you get high quality links from high authority

domains, without being flagged as a spammer and getting your domain penalized. * How Social

Bookmarking Can Rapidly Boost Your Link Building Efforts... Very few people I know realize just how

powerful social bookmarking can be... Again, theres a right way and a wrong way to go about it. Ill show

you how to use social bookmarking in the most effective way possible. * An In Depth Understanding Of

How Links REALLY Work... What sites pass link juice? How far does it go? What gets you flagged as a

spammer? How you can protect yourself... The anatomy of a backlink, why anchor text works the way it

does, and much MUCH more... Here Are Some Tools Ive Developed To Help You Succeed... Ive

included a couple of my personal SEO tools that Ive developed to help with my own SEO projects... Both

of these tools can help you to automate part of the SEO process and allow you to get maximum results

for every minute of work you perform. Article Flood The first tool is Article Flood... Its an advanced article

spinner that lets you provide word, sentence or even paragraph options, which it then combines to

produce dozens if not hundreds of unique articles so you avoid Googles duplicate content penalty,

produces unique articles that dont read like spun garbage, and can cut hours of article writing time down

to just a few minutes. Keyword Flood The second tool is something extremely special... Its a keyword

research tool, and while there are many on the market, this one is unique... It allows you to quickly collect



and analyze important keyword data on the fly, including search volume, top competitors, competing

pages, domain data and more... Once you read the accompanying Keyword Flood guide youll have a

strong understanding of how to do proper keyword research and really take your SEO efforts to the next

level... ________________________________ Visit My Store For More Deals!!!
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